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Electrical transport and magnetic properties of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3Ày
with varying oxygen content
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We report the tuning of oxygen content of La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y and its effect on electrical transport and
magnetic properties. A small reduction of oxygen content leads to a decrease in sample resistivity, which is
more dramatic at low temperatures. No significant change is seen to occur in the magnetic properties for this
case. Further reduction in the oxygen content increases the resistivity remarkably, as compared to the as-
prepared sample. The amplitude of the ferromagnetic~FM! transition at 225 K decreases, and the antiferro-
magnetic~AFM! transition at 130 K disappears. For samples withy50.17, insulator-metal transition and
paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition occur around 167 K. The results are explained in terms of the effect of
oxygen vacancies on the coexistence of the metallic FM phase and the insulating charge ordered AFM phase.
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INTRODUCTION

The hole doped rare-earth manganitesL12xAxMnO3,
whereL andA are trivalent lanthanide and divalent alkalin
earth ions, have become the subject of intense research
cause of their importance for both fundamental issues
condensed-matter physics and the potential for appl
tions.1–4 It has been shown that spin, charge, and lattice
strongly coupled in these compounds5–7 leading to various
properties in the phase diagram ofL12xAxMnO3.8 One of
the most interesting features encountered in the phase
gram for the ground state of La12xCaxMnO3 is the change
from ferromagnetic~FM! to charge ordering antiferromag
netic ~AFM! insulator when the Ca doping amount cross
0.5.8 Clearly, the phase boundary compound La0.5Ca0.5MnO3

is very unique, and not surprisingly, is the focus of gre
scientific interest.9–26 It has been shown that upon lowerin
temperature, this compound first undergoes a paramag
~PM! to FM phase transition atTc'225 K and then to a
charge ordering AFM phase atTco'155 K.8,10,27The charge
ordering state can be destroyed by magnetic field,28,29 x-ray
irradiation,30 and Mn site doping with 1% Cr.31,32 However,
it is not known how robust is the charge ordered~CO! state
with respect to decrease of oxygen content. Decreasing
oxygen content would increase the Mn31/Mn41 ratio in the
series La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y , and fory50.25, the sample would
have 100% Mn31. For intermediate values, 0,y,0.25, the
Mn31/Mn41 ratio would vary inversely to that in
La12xCaxMnO3 as a function ofx. Accordingly, in principle,
one could expect to simulate the properties of
La12xCaxMnO3 system in La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y , by changing
y. Recently, it has been shown that metallic FM phase co
ists with the insulating CO AFM phase in the low
temperature state of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 at the microscopic
level.10,11,13,15The coexistence of these two phases origina
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from the small energy difference between them. Thus i
also interesting to study the effect of the oxygen content
the energy balance in the system, and thereby on the c
istence of these two phases.

In this paper, we report the electrical transport and m
netic properties of La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y with different oxygen
contents. Upon decreasing the oxygen content, the resist
decreases, especially at lower temperatures, while the m
netic property does not show an obvious change. When
ther reducing the oxygen content, the resistivity of t
sample increases dramatically as compared to the
prepared sample, and the amplitude of the FM transition
creases in addition to the disappearance of the AFM tra
tion. Insulator-metal and paramagnetic-ferromagne
transitions were observed around 167 K in the sample w
y50.17. The results clearly reveal the crucial role played
oxygen content on the coexistence of the FM metallic a
charge ordered AFM insulating state.

EXPERIMENT

The La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 samples were prepared by solid sta
reaction method using high purity La2O3, CaCO3, MnO2
powders with appropriate atomic ratio. The mixed powd
was ground and calcined at 1050 °C several times. The
cined powders were then pressed into pellets and sintere
1300 °C for 8 h in air followed by slow cooling. In order to
reduce the oxygen content of the samples, we annealed
samples in flowing N2 with graphite powder placed near th
samples. The oxygen contents of the samples were meas
by titration method,33 and the oxygen content was found
be reproducible within60.005. The phase analysis of th
samples was performed using a Rigaku D/max-RB x-ray
fractometer with Cuka radiation. The electrical resistivity
was measured by the four-probe method. The ac suscep
ity was measured from room temperature down to 77 K
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID! mag-
netometer was used to measure the temperature depen
of magnetization with samples mounted in a plastic so
straw. The magnetic field was parallel to the sample surfa
Both zero-field-cooling~ZFC! and field-cooling~FC! data
were recorded.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the x-ray-diffraction patterns of the~a!
as-prepared,~b! 850 °C annealed, and~c! 900 °C annealed
La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y samples. It can be seen that the x-ra
diffraction pattern of the 850 °C annealed sample is sim
to that of the as-prepared sample, indicating that no struc
change occurs, although the oxygen content for the 850
annealed sample is reduced remarkably as shown be
However, the x-ray-diffraction pattern of the 900 °C a
nealed sample shows dramatic change as compared to th
the as-prepared sample, suggesting that a structure chan
decomposition of La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y occurred due to the re
duction of the oxygen content. The oxygen content of
as-prepared, 800 and 850 °C annealed samples are 3
2.996, and 2.785, respectively, as determined by the titra
method. Therefore annealing at 800 °C does not reduce
oxygen content of the sample very much, however, annea
at 850 °C dramatically reduces the oxygen content of
sample.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of resist
for different samples. Sample A is the as-prepa
La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y sample, sample B is the sample annea
at 600 °C for 12 h in flowing N2 with graphite powder
nearby, and sample C is the sample annealed at 800 °C fo
h in flowing N2 with graphite powder nearby. The inset giv
the temperature dependence of resistivity for the samples
nealed at 800 °C~curve C! and 850 °C~curve D! for 12 h in
flowing N2 with the graphite powder nearby, respective

FIG. 1. X-ray-diffraction patterns of the La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y

samples of~a! as-prepared,~b! 850 °C annealed, and~c! 900 °C
annealed.
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Below 800 °C, the resistivity of the samples decreases w
the increase of the annealing temperature, especially at
temperatures; while the resistivity for the 850 °C annea
sample increases dramatically. An upturn of resistivity
clearly observed for all the samples around 130 K, wh
corresponds to the charge ordering temperature. This t
perature for resistivity upturn corresponds well to the te
perature at which the ac susceptibility drops due to the A
transition~Fig. 4!. In Fig. 2, it can also be seen that a shou
der appears at 175 K for the annealed samples, and is pr
nent for the 850 °C annealed sample.

Figure 3 gives the temperature dependence of resisti
with warming and cooling for the as-prepared~sample A!,
800 °C annealed~sample C!, and 850 °C annealed~sample
D! samples, respectively. A hysteresis is clearly obser
around 130 K for all three samples, and this hysteresis
consistent with the first-order charge ordering phase tra
tion. Even for the shoulder at 175 K, a small hysteresis
present.

Shown in Fig. 4 is the temperature dependence of ac
ceptibility for the as-prepared~sample A!, 600 °C annealed
~sample B!, 800 °C annealed~sample C!, and 850 °C an-

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of resistivity for differe
La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y samples.~A! as-prepared,~B! annealed at 600 °C
in flowing N2 for 12 h with the graphite powder nearby,~C! an-
nealed at 800 °C in flowing N2 for 12 h with the graphite powde
nearby. The inset gives the temperature dependence of resis
for samples annealed at 800 °C~curve C! and 850 °C~curve D! for
12 h in flowing N2 with the graphite powder nearby, respectively

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of resistivity with warm
and cooling for the as-prepared~sample A!, 800 °C annealed
~sample C!, and 850 °C annealed~sample D! samples, respectively
6-2
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nealed~sample D! samples, respectively. It shows the F
transition around 225 K and the charge ordering AFM tra
sition around 130 K. Below 800 °C, the amplitude of the F
transition increases with the increase in the annealing t
perature, while the drop of ac susceptibility, which is rela
to the AFM transition, does not change. Surprisingly, bo
the FM and AFM transition temperatures remain unchang
For the 850 °C annealed sample, the amplitude of the
transition is smaller than that of the as-prepared sample
thoughTc remains the same, while the drop of ac susce
bility related to the AFM transition disappears. It should
pointed out that charge ordering transition exists in
850 °C annealed sample as shown in the resistivity data.
absence of AFM transition and the presence of charge or
ing in the 850 °C annealed sample may indicate that A
transition and charge ordering do not necessarily occur
multaneously. We also got a sample withy50.17. This
sample shows insulator-metal transition and paramagn
ferromagnetic transition at around 167 K as shown in Fig
This result implies that La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y samples can be
driven into the CMR region by tuning their oxygen conten

In order to further check the magnetic property of t
850 °C annealed sample, the temperature dependenc
magnetization was measured using a SQUID magnetom
Both zero-field-cooling~ZFC! and field-cooling~FC! data
were recorded. Figures 6~a! and ~b! show the temperature
dependence of magnetization for the 850 °C annealed sa
~sample D! with different magnetic fields. The ZFC curv

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of ac susceptibility for the
prepared~sample A!, 600 °C annealed~sample B!, 800 °C annealed
~sample C!, and 850 °C~sample D! samples, respectively.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of resistivity and magne
tion for sample withy50.17.
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measured under 200 Oe shows a very broad peak. This
shifts to lower temperature for the ZFC curve measured w
500 Oe, and becomes less prominent. It is also noted tha
ZFC and FC curves show a large difference for the d
obtained under 200 Oe, and this difference decreases fo
ZFC and FC curves obtained under 500 Oe. The irrevers
temperature, defined as the temperature at which the Z
and FC curves begin to separate, also decreases from 2
202 K. The behavior is similar to that of a canted AFM or
cluster glass, which can be described as ferromagnetic c
ters embedded in a spin-glass matrix. Oxygen vacancie
the structure could produce competing magnetic interacti
as well as ferromagnetic clusters, making the sample m
netically disordered.

In order to show that the effect of annealing on the el
trical transport and magnetic properties is really due to
reduction of oxygen content rather than the thermal effe
we also annealed the samples in flowing oxygen with
graphite powder nearby. Figure 7 shows the temperature
pendence of resistivity for the as-prepared sample, and
sample annealed at 850 °C in flowing O2 for 12 h. The inset
shows the temperature dependence of ac susceptibility
the two samples. The results suggest that annealing in fl
ing oxygen does not change the electrical transport and m
netic properties of La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y , in contrast to the re-
sults on samples annealed in flowing nitrogen with graph
nearby. Therefore it can be concluded that the variation
the electrical transport and magnetic properties
La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y annealed in flowing nitrogen with graph
ite nearby is caused by the reduction of oxygen content in
samples.

Currently, evidences about inhomogeneity in both t
CMR and the charge ordered samples are accum
ting.14,23,34–36 Pairing of charge ordering stripes i
(La,Ca)MnO3 was reported by Moriet al.14 It was shown
that pairs of Mn31O6 stripe with associated large lattice co

s-

a-

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of magnetization for
850 °C ~sample D! annealed sample with different magnetic field
6-3
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tractions due to the Jahn-Teller effect were separated per
cally by stripes of nondistorted Mn41O6 octahedra. The pe
riodicity adopts integer values between two and five tim
the lattice parameter of the orthorhombic unit cell, cor
sponding to the commensurate doping levels withx5 1

2 , 2
3,

3
4 , and 4

5. Mori et al. also got the coherence lengths of t
charge ordering stripes for La12xCaxMnO3 with different x.
Moreover, small regions without charge ordering were a
found in the samples10 and these regions may be related
the ferromagnetic metallic clusters. Ueharaet al.34 system-
atically studied the La5/82zPrzCa3/8MnO3 compounds and the
results show that these compounds are electronically p
separated into submicrometer-scale mixture of insulating
gions ~with a particular type of charge ordering! and metal-
lic, ferromagnetic domains. Very recently, it was shown th
the CMR effect can also be explained by the phase sep
tion model.37 Levy et al. studied the electrical transport an
magnetic properties of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 with different grain
sizes, and the results show that the fraction of the ferrom
netic phase gradually decreases as the grain size incre
while the amount of the antiferromagnetic charge orde
phase increases.25 The results are explained in terms of th
influence of the defective structure at the grain surfaces
the phase separation, because the defective structure a
grain surfaces results in the formation of the ferromagn
phase, and the effect is gradually removed with increas
grain size.

The results of our present work can be summarized
follows. The resistivity of the La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y samples
with small reduction of oxygen content decreases with
increase of the annealing temperature, however, the ch
ordering temperature remains unchanged. While the fe
magnetic signal in the ac susceptibility measurements
creases with the increase of the annealing temperature
temperatures of FM and AFM transitions remain unchang
In contrast, the resistivity of the samples with further redu
tion of oxygen content increases dramatically compared
that of the as-prepared sample, and the charge ordering
perature remains unchanged. Correspondingly, the ferrom
netic signal in the ac susceptibility measurement decrea
although the FM transition temperature does not change.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of resistivity for the
prepared sample and the sample annealed at 850 °C in flowing2 .
The inset shows the temperature dependence of ac susceptibili
the two samples.
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sample with y50.17, insulator-metal and paramagnet
ferromagnetic transitions occur at around 167 K. Moreov
the AFM transition disappears. These results can be un
stood more naturally in terms of the phase-separation mo
For the as-prepared sample, both the FM phase and the
AFM phase are present. The former is more conductive t
the latter. Annealing below 800 °C results in a small amo
of oxygen content reduction, as shown by the titration m
surements. Oxygen content reduction has two effects. On
decreasing the ratio of Mn41/Mn31 to drive the system to
the CMR region, since La0.5Ca0.5MnO is the phase boundar
compound. Another effect is to introduce oxygen vacanc
in the Mn-O network, which is important for conduction, an
results in the local distortions in the structure. The oxyg
content reduction destroys some part of the CO AFM
gions. As a result the fraction of the FM regions increas
leading to the decrease of resistivity, and the increase of
FM regions for the samples. For the sample withy50.17,
insulator-metal and paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transiti
occur. For the sample withy50.215, the dramatic reductio
of oxygen content induces strong distortion in the struct
of the sample. As a result, the AFM transition is suppress
and the FM magnetic structure changes to canted AFM
spin glass. It is noticed that for the samples annealed ab
800 °C, the AFM transition is suppressed, however, the
state still exists. Therefore the system becomes charge
dered and spin disordered. This implies that the AFM a
charge ordered states may not necessarily occur concurre

It has been shown that oxygen content reduction ha
similar effect on the electrical and magnetic properties as
decrease of Mn41/Mn31 ratio via decreasing the Ca dopin
x in La12xCaxMnO3 for x,0.33.38 Very recently, we showed
that the electrical resistivity of La0.4Ca0.6MnO32y increases
upon oxygen content reduction.39 In the present work, the
resistivity of La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y first decreases with oxyge
content reduction, and then increases dramatically with
ther oxygen content reduction. Therefore it seems that
effect of the oxygen content variation on the properties
La12xCaxMnO32y really depends on the Ca dopingx or
Mn41/Mn31 ratio before oxygen reduction, and the behav
can be quite different for different Ca doping. The resistiv
for the polycrystalline samples is determined by two con
butions, i.e., contribution from the intragrain regions, and
contribution from the intergrain regions~grain boundaries!.
The effect of oxygen reduction may first occur around t
grain boundaries and the surface layer of the grains. Fur
reduction extends the effect to the inner part of the gra
Table I shows the resistivity at 280 and 100 K, andr~100
K!/r~280 K! for La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y samples~A, B, C, and D

-

for

TABLE I. Resistivity at 280 and 100 K, andr~100 K!/r~280 K!,
for different samples.

Sample r~100 K!/r~280 K! r~280 K! ~V cm! r~100 K! ~V cm!

A 29 0.399 11.749
B 25 0.312 7.800
C 16 0.307 4.896
D 17 4.800 80.410
6-4
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as defined in Fig. 2! with different oxygen contents. From
sample A to sample C, both the resistivity and the resistiv
ratio r~100 K!/r~280 K! decrease, which indicates that th
electrical transport property of the percolation route of t
current changes upon oxygen reduction. While from sam
C to sample D, the resistivity increases, but the resistiv
ratio r~100 K!/r~280 K! remains unchanged, this sugges
that the electrical transport property of the percolation rou
of the current does not change, however, the amoun
the conductive phase or routes decreases. Thus the redu
of oxygen content changes the coexistence of the conduc
FM phase and the insulating charge ordered AFM phase
should be mentioned that for sample D (La0.5Ca0.5MnO2.785),
the ratio of Mn31/(Mn411Mn31) is close to 93%, which
is comparable to that of La0.93Ca0.07MnO3. However,
La0.93Ca0.07MnO3 should be a ferromagnetic insulator a
cording to the phase diagram withTc about 125 K, charge
ordering temperatureTc0 about 60 K, andr~100 K!/r~300 K!
larger than 900.40 These property features are quite differe
from those of sample D, whose Mn31/Mn41 ratio is compa-
rable to that of La0.93Ca0.07MnO3. For La0.5Ca0.5MnO2.83,
the ratio of Mn31/(Mn411Mn31) is close to 84%,
comparable to that of La0.84Ca0.16MnO3. However,
La0.84Ca0.16MnO3 is a ferromagnetic insulator, in contrast
the electrical transport and magnetic properties
La0.5Ca0.5MnO2.83, which shows insulator-metal transitio
and paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition around 167
e
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This clearly shows that besides the Mn31/Mn41 ratio, other
factors, such as the electron-phonon interaction and spin
teraction are also important in the control of the vario
properties of manganites. It should be pointed out that a
ferent phase diagram can be obtained for La12xCaxMnO32y
with less oxygen content if one anneals La12xCaxMnO32y at
a certain temperature in flowing N2 with graphite powder
nearby.

In summary, we have studied the electrical transport
magnetic properties of La0.5Ca0.5MnO32y with different oxy-
gen contents. The resistivity of the samples decreases
small reduction of oxygen content, while the magnetic pro
erty does not show obvious change. Further reduction
oxygen content leads to a dramatic increase in resistiv
decrease in the amplitude of the ferromagnetic transition
225 K, and the disappearance of antiferromagnetic transi
at 130 K. Insulator-metal transition and paramagne
ferromagnetic transition occur around 167 K for the sam
with y50.17. The results are explained in terms of the eff
of oxygen content on the coexistence of FM metallic a
charge ordered insulating AFM phases.
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